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Data Mining
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Data mining is the use of automatic techniques to 
“discover knowledge”

 Data driven discovery

 Making implicit knowledge explicit



Example: Research papers

Can we automatically detect topics one or more researchers 
are writing about?

Are there remarkable changes in the topics they write 
about?
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Minimal description length principle

A good model learns us a lot about the data 
and allows to represent it compactly. We 
hence measure model quality as:

Length(M) + Length(D|M)



Better Model = More Compression
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Minimal Description Length
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Based on Minimal Description Length principle:



Applications of MDL Pattern Selection

Data summarization

Anomaly and drift detection

Creating features representing 

regularity of data
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Social Network Data

Another great source of data: social networks

• How do people interact?

• Who is influencing whom?

• How is information spreading?
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However: due to data size
even simple questions
become challanging to
answer in reasonable time



Neighborhood Function

Count the number of pairs of nodes at 
distance 1, 2, 3, …

Allows to compute average degree, diameter, effective 
diameter.
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Neighborhood Function

Straightforward algorithm:

Input: G(V,E)

• Let Ni(v) be the nodes at distance i of v;

• Exploit 𝑁𝑖+1 𝑣 = 𝑤:{𝑣,𝑤}∈𝐸𝑁𝑖(𝑤)ڂ

Time: 𝑂(𝛿 𝐸 |𝑉|)

Space: 𝑂(|𝑉|2)



Tool: Sketch 
(Main idea behind Flajolet-Martin sketches)
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0.035...

0.85... 0.045... 0.76... 0.99...

How many people
watch my presentation? 

Do not keep track of all people, only remember the lowest number



How low will this lowest number be?

• The more people there are, the lower we expect this 
number to be (1/(n+1) to be exact)

• We can use this number to estimate the number of 
people that saw the presentation: 1/min – 1

What about the variance?

• Give every person a tuple of k numbers

• Keep track of min(num1), min(num2), ..., min(numk)

• Take median of the estimations  large error only if 
there is a large error in 50% of the estimates
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Tool: Sketch 
(Main idea behind Flajolet-Martin sketches)



Neighborhood Function

Based on the sketches of two sets, it is straightforward to 
create a sketch of their union

Using sketches for |Ni(v)| instead of Ni(v) itself brings down 
complexity to time 𝑂 𝛿 𝐸 and space 𝑂 𝑉

• Next to sketching, also sampling, distributed computing

• Solving several social network questions

• Who influences whom (retweets, repost messages, 
repeat actions)

• How does information spread through the network
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Ethical Considerations
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Research Question: Can we still build profiles taking legal 
restrictions into account?

“Men between the ages of 16 and 25 are much 
more likely to be involved in accidents, or be 
cited for traffic violations.”
Sam Belden, Insurance.com VP

“Taking the gender of the insured individual 
into account as a risk factor in insurance 
contracts constitutes discrimination.”

March 1, 2011 EU Court of Justice



Conclusion

Data Mining for finding patterns in large data collections

Several challenges:

• Finding relevant and orthogonal patterns

• Minimal Description Length principle

• Data size; e.g., social network analysis

• Sketching, sampling, approximation

• Distributed computing

• Ethical aspects

• What if our classifiers are not “politically correct”. 
Is this our problem?
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